TAKING PHOTOS FOR PARTY PHOTO INVITATIONS AND CARDS
§
§

There are 1000kbs to 1mb. A good photo resolution is around 1mb. Any photo, particularly a group
shot under 500kb will pixelate when placed in the card and NOT look like the demonstration cards.
You can check your resolution by right clicking with your mouse and selecting properties on a PC or
Get info on a Mac. It will tell you how many kb the photo is.
Poor Quality
Fair Quality
Good Quality

§
§
§
§

DO NOT CUT YOUR PHOTO OUT FROM A GROUP SHOT. Send me the entire photo.
Clear good quality photos will guarantee the best printing results. Good lighting is very important.
Always check your camera resolution settings and set it to at least four (4) megapixels or more.
YOU CAN USE A MOBILE PHONE…JUST MAKE SURE IT IS SET TO HIGH RESOLUTION OR 4
MEGAPIXELS.
Take the photo in outside light with the light behind you the photographer for the best results. You
will achieve the best results with lighting by taking you photos in the early morning or late afternoon.
The light is filtered at this time of day and produces optimum results. Taking photos inside, at night
under home lights can produce colour hues and grainy results.

PHOTOS THAT PRODUCE THE BEST RESULTS
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Front facing photos with little or no head tilt
Plain backgrounds/simple or blurred backgrounds
Close-up or mid-shots
Hair unobstructed, particularly long hair if you want all of it in
the card/invitation

Group Shots
Avoid sending group shots but if you have no choice please make sure that
Ø each FACE you want me to use is unobstructed (no limbs obstructing the face or hair missing)
Ø that it is a mid- shot NOT a long distance shot. I am only using the face, once I zoom in to cut the face
out it will start to degrade because of the size of the image.

SUITABLE GROUP SHOTS

EXAMPLES OF SUBOPTIMAL PHOTOGRAPHS
WHAT NOT TO DO
Blurry photos will not guarantee a good quality finished card/invitation. Blurry photos are usually the result
of insufficient lighting or too much movement.

§

Blur spots, blurry photos, motion blur
Sufficient lighting allows the camera to capture a photo more quickly. Please use a flash or good
lighting. It is best to always minimize any motion in a photo, as motion captured on camera can print
blurry.

§ Low Contrast Photos
Low contrast photos usually occur when there is either too much light or too little light, which does
not create enough depth. These types of photos usually print out very dull or flat on the cards,
regardless of color tones (color or black and white or sepia). Tip: Try to stand about 3-4 feet away
from the subject(s) while using a flash.

§ High Contrast Photos
High contrast photos have a portion of the photo that is very bright, "blown out" or too dark. Your
printed cards/invitations will always appear slightly darker than what is viewed on your computer
monitor due to light that comes through the monitor but does not come through on printed cards.
Any type of contrast will always be magnified a bit more on the printed cards.
"Bright" or "blown out" areas

Dark or shadowed areas

Overexposure on the focus area

§ Dark Photos
Dark photos typically occur when there is not enough lighting or a flash was
not used. When using a flash, be sure to keep some distance between you
and the subject(s). A good rule of thumb is about three feet away from the
subject(s).

§ Grainy Photos
Grainy photos usually occur when there is not enough
lighting. If the photo is grainy to begin with, there is really
no way to edit out the graininess whether in color or
black and white.

§ Pixelated Photos
Pixelated photos occur when the resolution is too low. While the
naked eye may not notice a difference on the screen, once printed it is
very noticeable. Remember, the higher the resolution, the less fuzzy
the photo will look. When a photo is zoomed out, it may seem like a
photo that meets the recommended resolution size, but the majority of time, the photo will need to be cropped in to
just the subject.
Tip: One way to check for pixelation is to zoom into the photo according to how you would like to see the image and if
you can see any grains, dots or little distortions, then the photo would not be the best for printing.

The original photo above is 1536 x 2048 in pixel size, but when we crop or zoom in closer to just the
subject’s face, the resolution size becomes 140 x 165 pixels. In addition, you can visually tell there is
pixelation. This is very important to AVOID AS MY CARDS AND INVITATIONS USE THE FACE.
Please note that it states quite clearly all over my site and in my policies that there is an additional charge
for swapping out photos once they have been placed in the card/invitation. This is because of the time
involved in cutting out the face and placing it into the card/invitation.

